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itself, he is forced to perish, shipwrecked in a vessel of his own 
making that he cannot escape – “to die like Narcissus”.3 
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which the reader of the catalogue / visitor to the exhibition 
slips and slides through the centuries and across the continents 
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Ouspensky.6 In his book, Tertium Organum: A Key to the Enigmas 


















































































where he looks, and experience indeed an incredible horror, fear 




























































































































    are real 
lessons to be learned about art in general and about icons and 
































































































































































































    faktura and 
?????Mother of God of the Sign, 17th-18th centuries In, 





























































































surfaces, “all this belongs to the lubok in the broad sense of the 






























































































the icons, rich in the depth of their brown and gold tones, to 




























     basma (repoussé work
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accretions over time, which is essential to its expressive function 





    faktura which makes the art of the icon, 















faktura is present in an art work that gives it life and distinguishes 






















































culture but rather a living, breathing expression of artistic intent 
































































































































































































































































that attracted him but rather their distinctive and expressive 










































































to discover a new language of faktura that would act as an 












































































































































































































































































































































































own distinctive approach. Russian icons of this period such as 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































investing in the “otherness” of the “original” icon, in partaking 

























































































































































































of art forms. 
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the frontal and planar depiction of the saints that is found in icon 
painting. The principles of faktura, however, as demonstrated 



































































































an icon painter in a traditional studio near the Kremlin and later 
declared:































materials in his reliefs and, indeed, upon his own discussion and 


















     The Coronation of the Virgin, The 
Holy Trinity, St. Panteleimon and	
     two	
     triptychs,	
     Christ and 














































































     faktura of 




































































expressive execution, the emphasis on faktura, reminded one of 













































































































Such tracings were gathered together and preserved in the form 
of manuals to which icon painters were expected to refer and 












































































































































































































have breathed new life into an “authentic” tradition that had 
fallen into decline at the hands of an “enlightened” Russia that 
































uses the same frontal pose and planar treatment as that found in 








































































































































































































grin, his unkempt appearance and the darkened halo around his 
head, all of which reinforced his public reputation as a cultural 




































































the front with her forearms raised, imitates the posture of the 
Mother of God of the Sign (2	
    •).
??????????? ?????Self Portrait, 1912
Ex-Tomalina-Larionova Collection, Paris
??????????????????????????????????????
State Russian Museum, St. Petersburg
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Seasons paintings 











































schematic notation with which the icon painters depicted their 












respective viewpoints of the characters within its picture space. 






Above all, however, icons demonstrated the spiritual 




the popular imagination the icon was believed to be the saint’s 

















































































































































































through their abstracted forms and colours and it is this 




























































































































Left to right: M. Larionov, Moris Fabri, M. Le Dentu, N. Goncharova, Obolensky, S. Romanovich
Paintings left to right: M. Larionov, Jewish Venus, 1912, Panels of the Seasons: Autumn, Summer, 1912
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????Rayist Construction of a Street, 1913
In, Rayism / Luchizm, 1913
????Sunny Day (Pneumo-rayist Colourful Structure)




































































































































































outside of time and space – it creates the sensation of what one 




































thought for this is a transcendental art which, like the “original” 
icons, seeks to lead the spectator into an experience of the 















































































    too.34 It 
is the timbres of the surfaces of his paintings that he seeks to 
























    papier mâché to give the 
surface of the work an uneven, textured feel; to create a certain 
timbre that would attune the soul of the spectator. Again, we 
feel ourselves sliding into a world that we cannot comprehend 












































































































the faktura of the medium, to seek liberation in an immaterial 
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“Predislovie”, in Vystavka kartin 




















































character that slips through time and space appearing at 

































































    The Fourth Dimension 

































    Tertium Organum: 
Kliuch k zagadkam mira, St. Petersburg, 1911. The latter 
was later translated into English as Tertium Organum: A 




























critics of the “Silver Age” group of artists, writers and 

























































     Soiuz molodezhi, 



























































with whom it comes into contact to different times and 
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Harry Potter 



































































































































Russian icon and of its impact upon Russian artists in the 
19th	
    and	
    20th centuries see A. Spira, The Avant-Garde Icon: 














































Square in this respect see S. Simmons, Kazimir Malevich’s 






























































































    Goncharova: The 
















     Stroganovsky iconopisny litseevo 
































































































shimmering lines of light across the image. 
[33]	
     Larionov,	
    Luchizm, op. cit.	
    [31],	
    20.
[34]	
     Markov,	
    op. cit.[10],	
    56.
[35]	
     Larionov,	
    “Les	
    Icônes”,	
    loc. cit.	
    [20].
